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REPATRIATION OP SICK AND VOUNDKO PRISONERS OF lilt nKD

PROJECTED E RSONNAL

The repatriation of more British Commonwealth and United States disabled prisoners
of war and protected personnel under the ueneva Convention of July 27, 1929, has been

arranged with the co-operation of the Spanish Government. ■ The ship which brings them

from Marseilles has now reached Barcelona whence they will be embarked for transporta-
tion to their homes.

The proposal that there should be a further repatriation of this kind was first

made in December last and the present exchange is the result of agreements reached

between His Majesty's Governments, the United States Government and the German Govern-

ment. The agreements cover seriously sick and seriously wounded prisoners of war,

regardless of rank or number, recommended for repatriation on medical grounds and

also chaplains, medical officers, medical orderlies and stretcher bearers in excess

of those needed to care for the prisoners who remain in enemy hands.

A second ship,, the Swedish motor vessel "GripshOLM," has conveyed to Barcelona

German prisoners in British Commonwealth and United States hands and is now about to

return via. a North African port where all those belonging- to Australian, New Zealand;,.

South African, Indian and certain Colonial forces will be disembarked and taken home

as soon as transport is available. Those destined for the United Kingdom, Canada.,

Newfoundland, the West 'lndies and the 'United States of America will proceed to a

port in the United Kingdom. On leaving that port the ship will carry only men whose

destinations are in North America.

So far as is known, and subject to last minute alterations, the party will

include more than 800 men of the British Commonwealth, of whom more than 550 are from

the United Kingdom.

An official list of those whom they propose to include in the exchange has been

received from the German Government* The next-of-kin of men whose, names are on

this list have been. informed and a further letter will be sent as soon as the names

are known of those actually exchanged ad 'Barcelona* Arrangements have also been

made for the repatriates themselves to communicate with their relatives an speedily

as possible.

It will not be possible for relatives to be present at the port of arrival in

the United Kingdom, but the men themselves will as soon as possible after they have

arrived be enabled’to get into touch with their relatives*

The "Gripsholm” sails under a safe conduct and has on board representatives

of the Protecting Power and International Red Cross Committee.

sincere thanks are due both to the Swiss Government for their valuable assistance

throughout the negotiations and to the Spanish Government for their co-operation which

have so largely contributed to. the successful conclusion of this humanitarian operation*
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